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v0.8.9 - Lots of bug fixes, new dwarf ability and some other features! : Updated tooltip for detect traps skill. Fixed some typos.
Fixed an issue with seal of forsaken overhead mini-icon. Fixed some issues with Dark Fate not killing monsters around the
target and removed blue area effect. Dark Fate now gurantees a kill for the first target by disabling test of fate, however the
second and third random enemy can still test their fate. Acher can now place traps diagonally. Added new power for the dwarf
'Barrel Block'. Fixed a crash when a character would attempt to test their fate upon receving group damage from spells. Fixed
some issues with the summoner walk. Reduced chaos summoner defence. Spell casting attacks such as the one the summoner
and evil sorcerer use now face the character they are attacking. Orc Warbanner now forces a random hero to test their courage
when he waves his banner. Fixed a bug with the dungeon arrow exit being treated as floor object. Fixed a path finding bug that
would sometimes cause a character to fall through the floor while walking. Fixed a path finding bug with empty tiles sometimes
being treated as walkable. Fixed a bug with monsters walking to a tile, it would sometimes think it walk in twice causing random
issues such double damage from firewall. Firewall has been reworked to always last until end of combat and be more powerfull
with each level. (Editor) Added a pick up event on pickup items that can allow you to use certain triggers such as end a quest.
Updated tutorial text for test of courage.. v0.9.6 - Multiplayer improvements, New Quest, Hardcore mode, balance and bug
fixes : When playing multiplayer, all quests now allow you to play with as many players you have in your party. Fixed again a
bug with the archer suprise attack skill triggering through a cutscene. Fixed an issue with suprise attack again attempting to
attack a hidden creature. Added a new quest "Ancient Graves" created by knolle. Playing a new game now only starts with the
barbarian allowing you at the end to hire any hero you want as a second hero. Reworked the introduction quest to be playable
only by 1 character. Tavern now has the wizard available and you can hire a new hero immediately after finishing the
introduction quest. Barbarian throwing axe at level 3 now gives an additional axe. When creating a new profile you can now
select between difficulty modes. Added hardcore gameplay setting where your heroes permanently die. Fixed a bug in the
alchemist shop where it would take money when draging a potion to an existing slot. Crossbow Artifact has been renamed and
reworked. Archer attack bow now has +1 attack. Changed the prices of some equipment items. Chaos wave has been slightly
reworked at different levels. Archer accurancy decreased by 10% Monk now has 100% accurancy and 1 attack. Fixed bug that
could potentially heal a hero with negative health resulting in no heal. Fixed a bug with orc warrior master not triggering his
double attack. Decreased dark monk health to 3. Damage bow now gives +10 accurancy instead of damage. Reduced amount of
gold you get from coins on floor. Added a new artifact "cloak of magic", this item can be found in the king's treasure room. Evil
Ghosts now attack the character who triggered the trap. Fixed a bug with the fear test tile that would trigger when a monster
would walk on it.. v0.8.8 - Archer now available, new spells and bug fixes! : Added new monk skill 'Swap' Fixed an issue with
skills allowing you to use them unlimited times per turn. Made some updates to the path walk helpers. Fixed an animation bug
with dwarf standing animations not playing the idle loop when the ability is over. Fixed some crashes in the map editor when
editing the minimap. Fixed an issue with magic shield effect not playing when the witches would attack. Fixed a ui bug that
would allow you to cast a power that has already been used. Passive skills no longer get grayed out. Clicking to use a power/item
will now immediately hide the tooltip. Fixed a bug with dwarf shield bash not working. Some small fixes to the Tombs of the
Dead and Knight Guardians maps. Fixed various typos. Fixed an issue with the minimap in the first quest. Archer is now
available in the tavern. Knight defence & life increased by +1. Added new knight spell, seal of the forshaken. Knight break
magic has been reworked. Fixed a bug with leaving the village and entering again where it would overwrite all changes with the
previously loaded profile. Dark Fate now kills units in a range of 3x3. Added chaos summoner monster in the editor. Added
werewolf monster in the editor. Updated some character icons in the editor. Added more tooltips for secret doors, dungeon exits
and spear traps. Spear Traps now become a little transparent once disarmed. Added an effect when the flail and iron helmet
artifacts trigger. Chaos Wave now deals damage and healing in a range up to 3 squares away from the dark monk. Removed test
of courage at end of turn for low health heroes. Reduced orc warrior defence.. Artwork : We have posted some new concept
artworks from the early stages of making the game.. Trading Cards are now active! : Enjoy the drops!. Merry Christmas!!! :
Here are some keys for friends and family! KA5DW-XVXHD-76CWK K326N-WAP8B-XGKAR GJC3V-XY0MJ-Y2M5M
6TVKN-XE6WL-WXWW3 R8AKZ-JLZDX-DJNLW Enjoy!!. v0.8.2 - Fixes and improvements : - Fixed a bug with
gravedigger taking gold when you would hit ressurect with no heroes. - Removed restrictions when playing a map again, you are
now free again to farm pots and gold as you see fit. - Reworked gold and pot UI in game, it now shows what you have found
during your current quest, it also shows you how many pots there are in the map in total. - Fixed some issues with desaparing
icons at crafting ui screen. - Fixed a crash when the last hero in the room would die. - Fixed an issue with goblin witches not
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showing magic shields above their head. - Fixed a small isue with path lines showing in wrong place when entering a secret door.
- Potion of resistance now gives you 2 magic shields, no random. - Blacksmith now opens after you have completed 3 quests. When starting a new game, heroes have 1 healing potion each.. v0.7.7 - 5 new maps in Old Palace, reworked firewall and lots of
improvements! : - Fixed a bug with sacrifice that would heal heroes that have exited the room. - Fixed an issue with the dead
talking skeleton not being selectable in the editor. - Fake healing potions have now been replaced with low quality which heals 1
point. - Changed dark monk defence to 4. - Changed dark monk courage to 70%. - Enabled unity analytics to track anonymous
usage. - Reworked 'Battle Tactics'. It now gives bonuses to Throwing Axe, Fear of Steel and Double Attack. - Fixed a major bug
with double strike, it was previously not working at all. - Added falling axe trap, this can be used in conjuction with an attribute
test. - Added an effect on dark monk spell chaos wave. - Added 5 new maps taking place in the old palace. - After testing a map
in the editor it now auto-loads the last edit state. - Non player controlled heroes now move and attack similar to monsters. Dwarf bash now turns a monster grayscale until it can play again. - Exiting a dungeon plays a little hide animation. - Quests must
now be unlocked to see their description. - Spear traps can now be set to trigger manually in the editor. - You can now set the
trap's team and damage in the editor. - Fixed an animation issue with dwarf when trying to disarm a trap. - Added some sfx on
the dark monk spells. - Fixed a crash with Dark fate when there would be only 1 monster in the room and would attempt to kill a
second. - Fixed various spelling mistakes in quest descriptions. - Fixed a scaling issue with the tavern rest 3rd slot. - Skull of fate
now only heals 1 point of damage. - Fixed an issue with dynamic spawned characters who wouldnt have their health bar
updated. - Fixed a crash when a hero would die preventing the game from continuing. - Shaman Master now casts lighting bolt
more often. - Starting spell for Dark Monk is now Dark Fate. - Orc Warrior attack has been increased by 1. - Orc Shieldmaster
attack has been increased by 1. - Orc Shieldmaster defence has been increased by 1. - Orc Shieldmaster health now is 4. - Fixed
an issue with wizard illusions starting with 2 magic shields. - Made some adjustments in a few rooms to hide geometry edges
that would make the room look incomplete. - Fixed some clipping issues with old palace doors. - Staff of teleportation now has
some limitations as to where you can teleport. - Reworked firewall, it now creates a wall in the shortest (X or Y line) and lasts
for 1/2/3 turns. Any enemy ending their turn on a firewall suffers 1 damage.
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